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S UMMARY
We present a three-dimensional (3D) inversion algorithm for controlled-source electromagnetics (CSEM) in the frequency
domain incorporating vertical transverse isotropic conductivities. Discretization and parametrization are based on unstructured grids to achieve a high degree of geometric flexibility and to efficiently integrate many artificial sources in only one
locally refined mesh. The forward operator is based on a secondary field approach and higher-order Nédélec finite elements (FE). The secondary field formulation is particularly advantageous because the large conductivity contrast at the
flat sea surface can be covered by a stratified background model, thereby avoiding large discretization errors. The inverse
problem is characterized by an inexact Gauss-Newton approach where the search for a minimum of a regularized nonlinear least-squares functional is carried out. The resulting systems of linear equations are solved using parallel direct
solvers (forward) and the iterative least-squares solver LSQR (inverse). The scheme is tested using a synthetic marine
CSEM scenario with rough bathymetry (shown only on the poster) and a large industrial-size field data set from the Troll
oil and gas field in the North Sea.
Keywords: Controlled-source electromagnetics, Nédélec finite elements, unstructured grids, three-dimensional inversion,
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I NTRODUCTION

F ORWARD OPERATOR

The 3D inverse problem in marine controlled-source electromagnetics is challenging because a large number of
transmitter and receiver positions have to be taken into
account. Consequently, an extensive data volume from
inline and azimuth records has to be processed. Moreover, the marine environment exhibits complex geometries, such as rugged seabeds, and significant anisotropic
conductivities due to the geological sedimentation process. Taking into account anisotropy has been emphasized by several authors (e.g., Newman, Commer, &
Carazzone, 2010). The approach we introduce here is
particularly flexible with respect to geometries because
discretization and parametrization are based on unstructured tetrahedral grids. It includes a higher-order FE
forward operator in terms of the secondary electric field
(Schwarzbach, 2009) which allows for general anisotropic
conductivity. The inverse problem is formulated as seeking a minimum of a regularized nonlinear least-squares
functional by using an inexact Gauss-Newton approach.
We introduce our new algorithm here and examine the
functional capability of the whole framework using both
a synthetic marine example with rough bathymetry (only
on the poster) and an industry-scale field data set acquired
in 2008 in the Troll west oil province being part of the
Troll field in the North Sea (Gabrielsen, Brevik, Mittet, &
Løseth, 2009).

The forward problem is formulated as a secondary field
approach on unstructured tetrahedral grids using higherorder Nédélec FE (Castillo, Rieben, & White, 2005;
Schwarzbach, 2009). General anisotropy is incorporated,
however for the cases considered here, it is sufficient to
implement vertical transverse isotropy (VTI) with the tensor complex electrical conductivity ς˜ characterized by a
3 × 3 diagonal matrix


σh − iωh
0
0
 , (1)
0
σh − iωh
0
ς˜ = 
0
0
σv − iωv
where σh and σv are the horizontal and vertical conductivities and h and v denote the horizontal and vertical
electrical permittivities.
We apply a singularity removal procedure by splitting up
the total electric field E = Ep + Es into a known primary
field Ep of a background model (µ0 , ς˜0 ) and a secondary
electric field Es generated by deviations of the conductiv−1
from
ity δ˜
ς = ς˜0 − ς˜ and permeability δµ−1 = µ−1
0 −µ
the background model. Although the total field approach
is also implemented in the code, we prefer the secondary
field approach here because the sea surface is flat so that
a simple horizontal layer model can serve as a suitable
background model thus avoiding serious discretization errors at the air-water contact. Moreover, fine discretization
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around the original sources is avoided. Hence, we obtain
the boundary value problem in terms of Es
∇× (µ−1 ∇× Es )−iω˜
ς Es =
∇× (δµ−1 ∇× Ep ) − iωδ˜
ς Ep
n × Es = 0

in Ω,

(2a)

on ∂Ω,

(2b)

where the right-hand side of equation (2a) comprises the
secondary sources.
Both forward and inverse problems are discretized/parametrized on the same unstructured tetrahedral mesh. Unstructured grids allow for local mesh refinement and, in conjunction with high-order FE, ensure high
accuracy. After assembling the FE matrices we end up
with a system of linear equations
Kx = f ,

(3)

s
(E1s , · · · , EN
)T
dof
Ndof ×Ndof

Ndof

where x =
∈C
denotes the solution vector, K ∈ C
is the system matrix which is
very sparse and symmetric, and f ∈ CNdof represents the
secondary source vector which only possesses non-zero
entries where the electrical or magnetic parameters of the
model differ from the background. Ndof is the number of
degrees of freedom.
I NVERSE PROBLEM
The inverse problem is formulated as an inexact GaussNewton approach. We discretize/parametrize the forward
and inverse problem on the same unstructured mesh which
allows for incorporating all transmitters, frequencies, and
receivers, and, at the same time, provides a reasonable inversion resolution. To ensure that the reconstructed electrical conductivity is always positive and finite, we enforce
a bounded model transformation in terms of logarithmization of the conductivities with a specified lower and upper
conductivity bound. Hence, we seek a parameter model m
which minimizes the following regularized discrete objective functional
Φ(m) = Φd (m) + λh Φmh (m) + λv Φmv (m)
1
= kW(dobs − dsyn (m))k2 +
(4)
2
λh
λv
2
2
kLh (mh − mref
kLv (mv − mref
h )k +
v )k ,
2
2
where Φd (m) is the data misfit functional, dsyn/obs represents the predicted/observed data vector, and W is a diagonal weighting matrix. λh and λv are the regularization parameters. Φmh (m) and Φmv (m) are the model
misfit functionals for the horizontal and vertical parameter models which are chosen to be the discrete form of the
smoothness stabilizer measuring the gradient of the model
discrepancy in the L2 norm
Z
1
Φm (m) =
|∇(m − mref )|2 dΩ
in Ωm (5)
2 Ωm

with m as piecewise constant parameters that are not differentiable across element boundaries. On an unstructured
mesh, we therefore discretize the above functional using
the lowest-order divergence-conforming Raviart-Thomas
FE RT0 (Schwarzbach & Haber, 2013). Lh and Lv are
identical representing the resulting smoothness matrices.
ref
mref
h and mv are the reference models for mh and mv ,
respectively. Our implementation of the Gauss-Newton
method minimizes the nonlinear functional (4) through
solving the following linearized sub-problem iteratively


δmkh
GN
k
H (m )
= −∇Φ(mk ),
(6)
δmkv
where k denotes the k-th Gauss-Newton iteration,
∇Φ(m) the gradient, and HGN (m) the Gauss-Newton
Hessian of the functional. For practical 3D CSEM inverse
problems, this dense equation system has to be solved iteratively. Here we use LSQR (Paige & Saunders, 1982). We
provide three different strategies to deal with the Jacobian:
For small- or moderate-size problems, the Jacobian can be
constructed and stored explicitly. This, however, requires
huge memory capacity. For large problems, the Jacobian
can be treated implicitly which works for an iterative solution of the Gauss-Newton equation system. This saves
memory for the cost of additional forward runs. Finally a
third method, which we call the semi-explicit strategy, calculates and stores the solution vectors of pseudo forward
problems taking into account reciprocity. This represents
a compromise between the explicit and implicit methods
and is well suited to the problems at hand.
A NISOTROPIC INVERSION OF THE T ROLL OIL AND
GAS FIELD DATA SET FROM 2008
The inversion result shown in Fig. 1 proves the code to be
able to cope with an industrial-size CSEM data set. The
resistive oil and gas reservoirs are well reconstructed but
only in the vertical resistivity (right-hand subplots). The
geological features are reasonable from all that is known
and the results are comparable to previous descriptions
and inversion results (Gabrielsen et al., 2009; Morten et
al., 2012). The sensitivity for resolving the horizontal
resistivity of the reservoir doesn’t seem to be sufficient
for the given experiment. We have exploited the reciprocity principle resulting in 92 ‘computational’ transmitters and 24 350 towline-directed electric receivers of 270.5
m length. An isotropic inversion applied to the same data
set fails and exhibits obvious artefacts. The Troll field area
exhibits a predominantly flat sea bottom so that our code
cannot be challenged in this respect. The whole computational domain is decomposed into 3 843 236 tetrahedra,
1 589 727 of which are distributed in the seawater layer
and 2 016 574 in the seafloor. We employ first-order FE
to solve the forward problem yielding 4 469 040 degrees
of freedom. The inversion process took around 55 hours
to converge.
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Figure 1: Anisotropic inversion model from the Troll oil and gas field data set in terms of the horizontal (a,c) and vertical
resistivity (b,d). a) and b) show a horizontal slice through the model at a depth of z = 1500 m. c) and d) display a
vertical section along the towline Tx006. The solid lines in (a) and (b) refer to the known outlines of the gas (black)
and oil (white) fields.
C ONCLUSIONS
We have introduced an inversion algorithm based on unstructured grids that is able to deal with anisotropic resistivity structures and large data sets common in the exploration industry. The code works on moderately parallel computer architectures and uses direct solvers for the
Nédélec FE forward problem and LSQR for the linear inverse subproblem. The code represents an alternative approach to already existing codes and has its strength in the
flexible treatment of complex geometries, particularly in
rugged marine environments.
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